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Welcome to the third edition of the Rise 
FinTech report. Rise, created by Barclays, is  
a global network of the world’s top innovators 
working together to create the future of 
financial services. In this edition, we focus on 
the evolving New York FinTech scene. We have 
an article on the Female Innovators Lab by 
Barclays and Anthemis, a New York City-based 
programme for budding female founders. 
We’re also delighted to showcase the winner 
of the 2019 Rise FinTech Company of the Year! 

With over 150 companies across our Rise sites, 
we have access to a huge range of change 
makers in the industry. Our mission is to better 
connect technology, talent and trends from 
our network to accelerate innovation and 
growth for Barclays, startups and corporates. 
We hope you enjoy and will share these 
insights. Join us and rise to the challenge to 
transform financial services.

#HomeofFinTech

Hello
Foreword: 
A bite of the Big Apple

What an exciting time to be in New York 
City and to be at the centre of incredible 
things happening at Barclays! October 
2019 marks the official re-launch and 
expansion of Rise New York. Located 
in ‘Silicon Alley’ in the Flatiron District, 
we now have a state-of-the-art space 
of over 66,000 square feet, including 
an auditorium and a recording studio. 
We can also host over 100 FinTech and 
enterprise tech companies, with solutions 
that are changing the face of our industry.

The Barclays Accelerator, powered by 
Techstars, is in its fifth year in New York, 
with its current class mid-programme 
and gearing up for Demo Day on  
6 December at TheTimesCenter, where 
these amazing companies will pitch 
their solutions to hundreds of attendees. 
Earlier this year, we announced a pivotal 
moment when both the 150th company 
graduated from the Accelerator and 
the valuation of its alumni companies 
passed $1 billion. We’ve also started 
deploying capital from Rise Growth 
Investments, completing our first follow-
on investments in companies from our 
2018 New York class.

We recently announced the launch of the 
Female Innovators Lab by Barclays and 
Anthemis, a New York City-based studio 
dedicated to cultivating entrepreneurial 
talent in women and helping female 
founders from the idea stage through to 
company development and fundraising. 

As a woman with a career spanning 
almost two decades in banking and now 
technology, I’m especially passionate 
about this as it’s a step towards greater 
diversity in the industry.

The entire industry is currently 
experiencing a transformational 
period. Years of sky-rocket valuations, 
primarily driven by massive private 
investments, are under close scrutiny, 
and competition is fierce. But with this 
comes greater collaboration between 
challengers and incumbents as both 
sides recognise that working together, 
rather than competing directly, can still 
lead to mutual success. FinTech is still 
in its infancy and there is undoubtedly 
an incredible decade ahead in this 
technological evolution (or revolution, 
depending on your stance on the topic). 
One thing’s for sure – there’s no better 
place to be at the heart of it all than Rise 
New York, the #HomeofFinTech.

Mariquit Corcoran 
Head of Group Innovation 
Partnerships, Programmes  
and Rise at Barclays
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Editorial special: 
NYC entrepreneur – a special breed

Ilana Fass 
FinTech Platform Lead,  
Rise New York

What does it take to be an entrepreneur 
in New York City? Like everyone in  
Manhattan, an entrepreneur in New 
York must have grit, drive and a 
superhuman power to create and 
nurture relationships. In a densely 
competitive market and with an 
insanely high cost of living, the NYC 
entrepreneur is a special breed. They 
develop solutions in and for the real 
world, not a sheltered tech enclave. 
The stakes couldn’t be higher. The  
drive couldn’t be stronger. 

FinTech in New York is in its heyday, 
with over $620 million in Venture 
Capital deals in Q3 alone. Despite all 
the challenges, there are a few key 
components that make this an enticing 
FinTech environment.

First, access to human capital and the 
fantastic client deal flow are two great 
reasons that make NYC FinTech unique. 

Second, the opportunity to create 
FinTech solutions that address the 
reality of consumers. FinTechs can 
alleviate issues around poverty and 
help level the financial playing field 
through social impact. Read more 
about this in our next article.

Third, the top artistic and cultural 
components here encourage synergy 
and disruption in a unique way. NYC 
entrepreneurs break the mold and 
innovate with their interdisciplinary 
perspective in a melting pot of ideas 
and cultures.

At Rise New York, we foster 
entrepreneurial drive. With room for over 
700 entrepreneurs, NYC has seen nothing 
like Rise New York. Home to more than 
100 FinTech and enterprise tech startups, 
we’re also proud to host onsite the 
Female Founders Fund, 11:FS, Haus of 
FinTech and the Barclays Accelerator. 

The beauty of FinTech is the 
opportunity it presents to break with 
convention – who exactly should be 
creating financial solutions? With an 
unconventional mindset and in the 
right environment, startups can create 
solutions for a wide variety of sectors 
and use cases. As long as diverse 
entrepreneurs of all backgrounds are 
encouraged to get involved, we can 
expect positive results. And isn’t that 
the most New York thing of all? 
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Coming together is a beginning. 
Keeping together is progress. 
Working together is success.” 
— Henry Ford

FinTech is a fundamental way to 
democratise finance and continues 
to play an integral role in creating an 
equitable society. Combining FinTech 
with societal behaviour has the  
potential to create staggering results.

Misha Rao 
Founder, Haus of FinTech

This quarter’s spotlight: 
FinTech and social impact

“ Partnerships like this are the fuel that 
will power the solutions needed by 
future generations. This is the principle 
that sits at the heart of why I founded 
Haus of FinTech, which bridges the gap 
between the worlds of FinTech and social 
impact. Our core focus is to promote the 
open exchange of ideas so that FinTechs 
can help achieve the UN’s Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) by 2030.

FinTech solutions must lead the way 
in activating change. The need for 
resilient financial market infrastructures, 
enhanced distribution of foreign aid, 
eradicating poverty, economic and 
individual rights, and remittances are 
core areas where digital finance can 
contribute most meaningfully.

This year’s UN General Assembly 
marked an important inflection point. 
With little over a decade until 2030, it’s 
now a critical opportunity to accelerate 
progress towards the SDGs and shape 
the urgent and ambitious approach 
needed to achieve them. This is why 
we believe now is the time to forge the 
alliances, partnerships and strategies 
needed for FinTech to take a major role 
in shaping a healthier planet.

In 100 years from now, we will look 
back at the transformations that have 
passed. We will reminisce about today’s 
“cutting edge” technology. Things will 
change, grow and pass. And the legacy 
of FinTech? It’s time to find out.

Let’s take blockchain as an example. 
When people think about blockchain, 
they usually think only of crypto-
currencies. But this astonishing 
technology also has potential far beyond 
a technical framework for exchange 
currencies. Last year, the International 
Federation of the Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Societies (IFRC) partnered with 
the Kenyan Red Cross, Craft Silicon and 
Safaricom to conduct the Blockchain 
Open Loop Cash Transfer Project in 
Kenya. This pilot project was the first of 
its kind, and used blockchain technology 
to develop humanitarian cash transfer 
mechanisms to assist over 2,000 
households affected by severe drought.

Image below from ‘Learning Review– Blockchain 
Open Loop Cash Transfer Pilot Project’ by IFRC, 
available at preparecenter.org/sites/default/files/
kenya_blockchain_open_loop_pilot.pdf
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US expansion: 
Moving to New York – Cutover’s story

After spending two years in Rise London 
and looking to extend the Cutover user 
base in New York, it was an easy decision 
to open an office in Rise New York. This 
allowed us to bring our three US teams 
together under one roof and focus on 
expansion into the US financial markets.

Scaling up is vital, especially as a 
company in the FinTech sector. Having 
a central office in the two key financial 
locations of London and New York is 
essential to the growth we want to 
achieve. The way the Rise environment 
supports organisations as they develop 
was a major consideration in the decision 
to base our US operation at Rise. 

We landed in New York in 2018 with 
three team members. Within a year  
we’d moved from three desks to an 
entire office in Rise New York, where  
we now have a team of 12 that’s 
continuing to grow.

With its fantastic state-of-the-art 
facilities, Rise New York provides a great 
collaborative environment, enabling 
our team to accelerate the introduction 
and deployment of Cutover across our 
ever-expanding customer base. It also 
allows us to collaborate with companies 
inside the Barclays Accelerator and Rise 
families to further our business goals. 
Additionally, the supporting spaces and 
events at Rise are real crowd-pullers that 
mean we get to network like crazy. 

It’s not just the physical environment. 
The sponsorship and opportunities 
to work with the wider Barclays 
organisation through Rise are crucial. 
Having the support of the Rise New  
York team as we build out our US 
presence is helping us to onboard two  
of the three largest US banks, and we 
now have 14 global financial institutions 
as valued customers.

Cutover’s future vision for our US 
market growth is focused on exploring 
opportunities across all the major 
financial organisations and, where 
appropriate, moving into other key 
sectors. We see our presence in Rise 
New York as a great facilitator for this.

Ky Nichol 
CEO, Cutover
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And the winner is… 
 
 
It’s with great pleasure that we announce Chainalysis as the 
winner of the 2019 Rise FinTech Company of the Year!

Rise FinTech Company of the Year

Congratulations also go to Funding 
Xchange who received the ‘Highly 
Commended’ recognition for the  
Rise category. Funding Xchange is  
a marketplace for online lenders 
providing credit to SMEs, and is a  
UK Government-designated platform  
for the Bank Referral Scheme.  
fundingxchange.co.uk

Honourable mentions also go to the 
following shortlisted nominations:

• Harvest 
Automated financial stability 
growmyharvest.com 

• Inbotiqa 
Intelligent business email  
inbotiqa.com

• OKO 
Assuring income for those who feed 
the world 
oko.finance

• Paid 
Get paid for work without the wait 
paid.co.uk

• Seldon 
An Open Source machine learning 
deployment platform 
seldon.io

• Spark Change 
Invest in a cleaner world 
sparkchange.io 

• StepLadder 
Empowers first-time home buyers to 
get on the property ladder faster (and 
better) by collaborating with peers 
joinstepladder.com

• Waffle 
Insures you and everything you love 
through one fully customisable policy  
trywaffle.com

Building trust in blockchains 
chainalysis.com

Chainalysis is a blockchain analysis 
company that provides data and 
analysis to government agencies, 
exchanges and financial institutions 
across 40 countries. The investigation 
and compliance tools, education and 
support create transparency across 
blockchains so customers can engage 
confidently with cryptocurrency. 

The judges commended Chainalysis 
for uniquely disrupting finance and 
minimising societal harm by enabling 
the tracking of criminal activity. The 
company has the potential to become  
a crucial part of finance’s ‘core 
plumbing’, and could enable the growth 
of cryptoassets and address some of 
the challenges in Know Your Customer 
requirements and fraud prevention.

Chainalysis was part of the first New 
York Barclays Accelerator class in 2015.

The Rise FinTech Company of the 
Year award is a major accolade in 
the FinTech industry, and is part of 
the annual Barclays Entrepreneur 
Awards, which highlight and recognise 
entrepreneurs from the UK who 
are changing their industries, the 
economy and society in unique, 
original and positive ways. The 
winner of the Rise category has been 
assessed by a panel of judges focusing 
on identifying the company who is:

• leading the way as a FinTech 
disruptor

• demonstrating value and impact in 
the industry

• having a trackable record of growth 

Previous winners of the Rise FinTech 
Company of the Year award include 
Trunomi (2017) and Shieldpay (2018).
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The information on the infographic  
is accurate at the time of publication.
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https://www.thinkrise.com/#/
https://www.advancedpotash.com/
http://www.brainceek.com/
https://www.dwf.law/
https://www.edupeer.com/
www.figured.com
https://gaingels.com
https://www.hiranyagrowthpartners.com/
https://www.homeppl.com/
https://newbridgeconsultinggroup.com/
http://www.petawatt.com.au/
https://plumalley.co/
https://square2interiors.com/
www.joinStepLadder.com
http://zelkovavc.com/
https://www.indiumfinance.com/
http://linkbusiness.in/
www.nimbla.com
www.oathello.com
http://www.creditenable.com/
www.fundingxchange.co.uk
https://happyness.net/
https://www.iassessments.com/
https://www.salaryo.com/
http://www.arhamlabs.com/
http://www.helloblackbox.com/
http://www.blueoptima.com/
https://celebratorynetwork.com/
www.devopsgroup.com
http://www.excelcorporation.in/
https://www.fundinggates.com/
www.hedgebookpro.com
http://madaanalytics.com/
https://openetech.com/
https://www.safehousetechnologies.com/
https://signzy.com/
https://usertribe.com/
https://www.listsettlements.com/
https://www.realblocks.com/
https://www.safegold.com/
https://www.synswap.com/
https://www.avenews-gt.com/
www.altalix.com
https://boloro.com/
www.fire.com
https://www.flexmoney.in/
https://www.judopay.com
https://www.kapitalwise.com/
https://www.mangopay.com/en_UK/
https://banknovo.com/
www.paysme.co.uk
https://viabill.com/
https://www.cbfore.com/
https://www.datavorelabs.com/
www.Flybits.com
https://leena.ai/
https://www.mmsind-mipi.com/
www.multiply.ai
https://www.seldon.io
https://vernacular.ai/
https://www.equitech.co.il/
https://aire.io/
https://www.alyne.com/en/
https://www.monetago.com/
https://www.northrow.com
https://sigmaratings.com/
https://synclature.com/
www.cutover.com
http://www.accumenadvisors.com/
https://archlabs.com/
http://www.buildf.com/
https://www.credinvest.co/
https://feezback.com/
https://habrgroup.com/
http://www.axontelematics.com/
https://prevedex.com/
https://www.santamonica.digital/
https://www.3s-capital.com/
https://www.flutterwave.com/
https://www.lemonway.com/en/
http://www.splitpay.uk/
http://auquan.com/
www.barac.io/
http://tektonventures.com/#home
https://www.zestmoney.in/
https://altergaia.com/
https://geospoc.com/
https://www.aixigo.de
https://www.genuineimpact.co.uk/
https://www.thewealthmosaic.com/about/
https://tavaga.com/
https://nucleusfinancial.com/
https://www.crediwatch.com/
https://cashew.me/
https://finscend.com/
https://crowdz.io
https://celsius.network/
https://www.inviou.com/
https://tezos.com/
https://truststamp.ai/
https://www.taina.tech/
www.fundfina.com/
https://forwardlane.com/
https://justlance.co/
https://www.neocova.com/
https://paid.co.uk/
https://www.reveliolabs.com/
https://sellersfunding.com/
http://www.swipedom.com/
https://www.taptrip.co/
https://www.wenspiredata.com/
http://www.myhubly.com/
https://www.jifiti.com/
https://www.getlifesaver.com/
https://realport.co/
https://www.sendfriend.io/
https://www.tomocredit.com/
https://www.trioapp.com/
https://www.untied.io/
https://www.getvestive.com/
https://www.trywaffle.com/
https://cognism.com
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Rise data is collected from each Rise location.
VC investment statistics are for the third quarter of 2019, provided by 
Innovate Finance and are not limited to Rise ecosystem companies.

New York
• $620m in VC investments
• 44 VC deals
•  Top VC deals:  

Better Mortgage – $160m 
MoneyLion – $160m 
AlphaSense – $50m

• 3,100+ Rise visitors
• 15 Rise events

Tel Aviv
• $18.5m in VC investments
•   2 VC deals:  

Lightico – $14.5m 
GK8 – $4m

• 3,300+ Rise visitors
• 34 Rise events

Rise ecosystem 
insights Q3

London
• $480m in VC investments
• 51 VC deals
•  Top VC deals:  

Sonovate – $143m 
Soldo – $61m 
Curve – $55m

• 8,500+ Rise visitors
• 71 Rise events

Mumbai
• $186m in VC investments
• 11 VC deals
•  Top VC deals:  

CRED – $134.5m 
PayMate India – $25m 
LoanTap – $20m

• 2,900+ Rise visitors
• 41 Rise events
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Case study: Waffle

 The proposition 

Insurance was created to achieve  
a fundamental purpose – to protect 
customers when they need it the  
most. However, it’s really hard to find 
people who believe that insurance 
works for them. Why? Because the 
coverage is often filled with too many 
exclusions; policies are confusing 
and the customer experience is 
rarely enjoyable. And because of the 
siloed nature of the industry (that is, a 
fragmented market based on products), 
customers must use different providers 
to get different products.

Waffle is the first company that  
protects the customer and everything 
they care about in one fully customised 
policy. Waffle is based on a new type 
of risk model that underwrites risk 
across the board as opposed to just the 
risk of John, the car driver, or Mary, 
the homeowner. The model is boosted 
by a risk mitigation platform named 
YODA (Your Own Derisking Assistant) 
designed to help customers lower their 
risk and live safer lives.

Targeting the multi-trillion-dollar 
personal insurance market and a 2020 
launch, Waffle will initially focus on 
protecting young professionals in 
California who are the most disengaged 
and underinsured generation in history.

 The company 

Waffle’s three founders have 25 years 
of experience in finance, law, actuarial 
science and machine learning. Quentin 
Coolen (UCLouvain, Columbia, MIT) 
is a seasoned attorney, speechwriter 
and policy advisor with deep roots in 
the insurance industry, Sam Barnsley 
(Oxford, LBS, MIT) is an M&A 
investment banker and FinTech investor, 
and Michael Li (Cambridge University, 
MIT) is a mathematician, trained actuary 
and data scientist. 

Based in New York, Waffle is a  
graduate of the Barclays Accelerator, 
powered by Techstars.

 Key features

Tailored to needs
 • Personalised protection based  

on what customers decide 
 • Coverage includes car, home, life, 

health, tuition, art, watch, pet, travel, 
electronics, friends, family and more

 • Broader coverage, fewer exclusions

No fine print
 • One-picture policies – easy to 

understand
 • Fully customisable – customers  

write their own terms

No hassle
 • One provider for everything –  

no broker
 • Automated claims
 • Right from the customer’s phone

 Value 

With Waffle, customers get coverage 
tailored to their needs, policies that 
they themselves design and are easy 
to understand, and a much better 
customer experience that not only 
processes their claims in seconds but 
also helps them to live safer lives and  
be rewarded for it.

The Waffle experience is conducted 
directly from a mobile phone or online, 
which allows customers to manage  
their protection from their pocket or 
their desktop.

 The Barclays partnership

Waffle was part of the 2018 New York 
Accelerator class and was the first 
company to receive finance from Rise 
Growth Investments.

Although insurance has not traditionally 
been a core activity for Barclays, there’s 
high interest in the US retail banking 
space where our US Digital Consumer 
Bank has an opportunity to think 
innovatively and can drive differentiation 
through new products and new markets 
– like insurance.

trywaffle.com
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 The proposition 

Collaboration software used to 
coordinate human and technical 
activities for critical events. Organising 
a large critical event needs hundreds 
of people to coordinate and do their 
tasks in a precise, logical order. Cutover 
created an orchestration platform 
to enable seamless communication, 
collaboration and teamwork.

 Key features

 • Interactive plan and decision tree  
of all actions

 • Live visualisation of activity status  
and real time analytics

 • Fully integrated communications  
and alerts

 • Drives continuous operational 
improvement

 Value 

 • Saves considerable time and  
money through more effective  
project delivery

 • Increased transparency making it 
easier to trace and remediate errors

 • Improved risk management across 
critical projects

 The Barclays partnership

Barclays has signed an enterprise level 
agreement with Cutover after completing 
more than 15 proof-of-concept projects 
(PoCs). The platform is used in multiple 
areas of banking, including Group 
Resilience, Global Payments, Wealth 
and Service Management.

cutover.com

Case study: Cutover
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Barclays and Anthemis Female 
Founder Programme: A more level 
playing field for female founders

Here’s an astounding statistic. Female 
startup founders outperform male 
founders, generating 10% more 
cumulative revenue over a five-year 
period ($730,000 vs. $662,000). What’s 
more astounding is that in 2017 just over 
2% of Venture Capital funding went to 
all-female startup teams. 

These figures, from a study1 by 
the Boston Consulting Group and 
MassChallenge (a network of startup 
accelerators), identified an equally sad 
fact. Out of 350 companies examined, 
the average female-founded startup 
received $935,000 in funding – under 
half of that awarded to their male 
counterparts ($2.1 million).

“The investment gap is real – and larger 
than we thought,” write the researchers, 
who also found that women are:

 • More likely to get negative feedback 
during their pitch presentations, with 
potential investors often assuming 
weak technical knowledge

 • More conservative in their projections 
and ask for less, compared to men, 
who tend to oversell

Of course, investors can also be 
conservative. This can take the form of 
affinity bias – they back the people they 
know. As they’re largely male, they can 
be prone to subconsciously favour male, 
over female, founders. To begin to bridge the revenue-funding 

gap, two leading organisations in  
the FinTech community, Barclays and 
Anthemis, have joined forces and 
created the Female Innovators Lab.  
This initiative, launched in September 
2019, is driving greater diversity and  
inclusion in FinTech.

The Female Innovators Lab aims 
to tackle this problem by offering 
resources, capital, expertise and 
networks to female founders. It’s  
a hands-on programme targeting 
budding founders at the earliest  
stage of their journey. 

Once the companies are established, 
they’re invited to move into Rise  
New York where they’ll have 
unparallelled access to mentoring  
and networking opportunities. 

The Lab is a support system for  
female FinTech innovators, helping  
them to disrupt, challenge and  
confront the way things are done in 
finance and to pioneer new technology 
through their startups. 

A more level playing field makes 
great business sense too, because 
those earlier gloomy statistics can be 
reversed. The researchers involved 
in the study calculated that Venture 
Capitalists could have made an 
additional $85 million over five years 
if only they’d invested equally in both 
female- and male-founded startups!

Find out more about Female  
Innovators Lab at  
anthemis.com/female-innovators-lab/.
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1,000+
Individual Rise members

150+
Rise FinTech members

90,000
Yearly visitors (2018)

32,000+
Social media followers

The Rise platform  
in numbersDiscover the  

Home of FinTech
Join Rise New York,  
created by Barclays

Sign up at bit.ly/JoinRiseNewYork

Why join?
At the #HomeofFinTech, 
conditions for innovation 
and growth in financial 
services are unmatched.

We have helped over  
150 FinTech companies 
globally who call Rise home, 
raise capital and navigate 
the hurdles of financial 
regulation and compliance 
to build the future of 
financial services. Together.

rise.barclays

What you get: 
Unique FinTech 
workspace 

Global like-minded 
community 

Access to  
investors

Help from advisors  
and mentors 

Barclays help  
and support 

Global industry  
events
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time of publication. However, the views and opinions featured in this article are the views of the authors alone, and do not necessarily reflect the views of 
the Barclays Bank PLC Group (‘Barclays) nor should they be taken as statements of policy or intent of Barclays. Barclays takes no warranties or undertakings 
of any kind, whether express or implied, regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information is given. Barclays accepts no liability for the impact 
of, or any loss, however arising, from, any decisions made based on information contained within this report. You should seek further advise based on your 
circumstances before acting on any of the information included in this report.
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To join our community, or keep in touch with the latest Rise news, 
visit or follow us on:

About Rise, created by Barclays
Rise, created by Barclays, is a global community of the world’s top innovators 
working together to create the future of financial services. With a diverse 
network of FinTech talent, one of the world’s leading accelerator programme 
and workspaces based in the main FinTech hubs of the world, Rise is an exclusive 
place for FinTech companies to connect, create and scale together with Barclays.

https://rise.barclays
https://twitter.com/thinkriseglobal
https://www.instagram.com/thinkrise_global/
https://www.instagram.com/thinkrise_global/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/think-rise/
https://soundcloud.com/riseradio
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